Welcome to Team Time!

- Volunteer Appreciation Lunch
  - ALL Ribbon Wearers are Invited!
  - Thu 12:15 PM – Continental Ballroom 4 (BL)

- Status of SHARE: Thu 11AM – Franciscan A (BL)

- SHARE Suite – come and visit
  - 2-2031 – usually open around 10 PM

- Conference Support – Executive Board Rm (BL)

- Volunteer Workroom – Union Square 25 (4F)
Team Time - Quick hits

- Attendance – close to budget goal
  - As of Saturday: 939 registered
- Electronic Evaluations – no more paper
  - Encourage everyone to submit them!
  - Kiosks available – locations on Pg 5 of Onsite Guide
  - Special drawing for >20 sessions with email provided
- No Session Envelopes – HQ staff will be counting attendees
- Tuesday evening STE reception
  - “Food Truck” theme! Better selection of food
- Nominations open for two Director positions
  - You or people you may now that would like to help!
  - See Janet Sun

Complete your sessions evaluation online at SHARE.org/SFEval
Onsite Guide redesign

- Much better session listing layout
  - Better/larger font – more eye-pleasing
- QR Codes on each page
  - Takes you to that day’s schedule online
- Symbols for hot-topics
  - Areas of Interest are online agenda only
- Maps in the BACK
A message from Anne Collouri
The Queen of Cra… stuff
A message from our IBM Liaison

Maura Schoonmaker
SHARE’s IBM Liaison
Social Media

Ray Sun
SHARE Marketing
(It’s Ray’s Birthday Today!)
Call for Presentations (CFP)

• Volunteers should NOT use CFP; use “Add” session link
• The CFP is an important part of the scheduling process.
  • An important source of new content and speakers. Keeping the conference content fresh is an important goal for the survival of SHARE
  • A primary way for new people to make contact and become involved in SHARE
• A way for sponsor vendors to present their technical content and support their continued participation in SHARE
• Lack of response (or poor response) to CFP submissions reflects badly on the SHARE organization
Team Time

- Final Quick Hits
  - Boston DB is open and Call for Presentations out today
    - Scheduling Summit April 26/27, 2013
    - Scheduling production dates will be communicated
  - SHARE Booth – sign up to help out and get a gift!
    - See Alexis with SHARE HQ if you have questions
    - [http://doodle.com/fc6ys3n35hebiczt](http://doodle.com/fc6ys3n35hebiczt)
  - Volunteers for wrap-up articles (paragraphs)
    - See anyone in Conference Operations or SHARE HQ (Melissa or Megan) for questions or to volunteer
Questions/Comments?